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Part 1

Town Size:

~100K

Preface

People

# of Buildings:

An Overview of the

11

Pre-Warnable
S i t u a t i o n
The city had been searching for a way to better equip staff members
with the tools to keep them informed of emergencies and other
situations. Previously, the city tried walkie-talkies, emails, group text
messaging, and one-way mass notification systems. However, during
emergency preparedness meetings, the issue of effectively
disseminating and communicating emergency response plans and
situations consistently arose.
The head of emergency management for the city of Norwalk had been
approached by almost every other existing provider, yet was still
unsatisfied with what those providers had to offer.
Given the responsibility over multiple buildings, there was a distinct
need of the emergency management chief to be able to easily
coordinate the response across structures. Also, due to the open-floor
style layout of the city hall, it was of utmost importance to quickly
reach all staff and equip them with the tools needed to respond,
particularly given the scenario of a lockdown. With 11 different
buildings, and no way to effectively communicate situational awareness
amongst them, they turned to Warnable.

# of City
Employees:

~400
Alternatives Tried
• Walk talkie
• One-way mass
notifications
• Emails
• Group Text

Part 2
The Solution
Warnable created a solution
designed specifically to meet
the town’s needs. After
speaking with the city’s
stakeholders, Warnable
created environments for each
of the city buildings.

Two-Way Communication
(Between Org and Buildings)

The buildings then had the
ability to report up to specific
organization-level or first
responder super-users
depending on the event.
A list of super-admin, admin and user accounts was carefully
designated for all staff in a manner that would enable swift
communication but allow for screening / efficiency.
Specific privileged users could trigger a city-wide alert within
seconds, but other user-specific permissions meant that alerts
could be verified at the building level
before being escalated further.
Alerts can also be made to require
approval, or an administrative
review before it goes to the
intended audience.

Warnable allowed for
permissions to be customized
on an org, building, and user
level.

Part 2
Continued

Two-way
communication between
Dispatch and
Org / Buildings

To enhance notification, Warnable created a
multi-modal response that would reach users
within different channels: 1) App push
notifications, 2) Emails, and 3) Desktop
phone notifications.
With the Warnable app and email, specific
response plans are clearly displayed.
Additionally, staff could mark themselves in
as safe or use the chat to communicate
relevant events
For the desktop phone notification, Warnable
integrated with existing systems so that
when an alert was sent, each phone would be
overtaken and emit a loud, distinct sound.

DISPATCH

CITY HALL

Warnable also integrated with the city’s 911 dispatch center and first
responders. This provided a top-down and bottom-up coverage. Alerts sent
from the buildings would be seen by the relevant parties.
At the same time, dispatch/first responders could now send a message down,
creating one communication channel as “the truth” from the first responders.
The goal of this was to cut down on the amount of panicked 911 calls that can
overwhelm dispatch, and allow them to effectively communicate with many
people at once within a building.

Part 3

Solutio n Highlights

Multi-Location Shared Consciousness
With numerous locations, Norwalk needed a way to
disseminate information effectively to different building
populations. Working with Norwalk, Warnable aided in the
setup of a multi-location integration for building staff across
all 11 locations, reporting up into a single organization.

Pre-Planning Emergency & Communication Events
The need for coordinated response and response plans was a
requirement for Norwalk. Warnable’s pre-planning of alerts,
response plans, and protocols allowed Norwalk to take control
of their staff communications.
The system empowered the city with its pre-planning
capabilities, so that once an event happened, procedures /
plans could be disseminated at the click of a button.

Multi-Modal Communication Beyond Warnable
Norwalk had existing systems technology could be used to
enhance notifications. Through collaboration, Warnable was
able to interface with some of the organization’s existing
systems to act as a more powerful first line of defense during
event communication. The system was able to increase
notification types to 3 points: email, app, and desktop phone.

Dispatch / First Responder Integration
Given the tight-knit relationship between Norwalk’s first
responders and the municipality’s emergency management
efforts, Warnable was able to include a direct line into the
city’s dispatch and first responder network. The unified
communication platform allows for near real-time response
amongst various departments.

